BOOKLIST for MSN Program
Spring Semester: Session I (January 03- February 22, 2022)

The following outlines the resources (textbooks, websites, media, etc.) utilized in each course. Required resources are necessary for academic success: you must obtain and study from them to succeed in a course as outlined in the course syllabus. Recommended resources provide material that will boost your academic performance in that course but are not always necessary for academic success. Faculty may or may not use recommended resources in class or during clinical. Please confer with course faculty prior to purchasing recommended resources.

Use International Standard Book Numbers (ISBN) to identify the books below with any book vendor. Rented, used, and electronic formats of the resources may be available at a reduced cost to the student. A dagger (†) preceding a title indicates the resource is appropriate for renting. A keyboard symbol (⌨️) preceding a title indicates the resource is available electronically. When renting a textbook, it may not include CDs, DVDs, or access codes for other protected electronic content, even if the book had those features when sold new. These features may be required for successful completion of the course in which the book is used. If you believe a textbook is supposed to include a disk or an unused access code, check before renting. Galen is not responsible for purchases made in error.

Textbooks/resources may be used in multiple courses throughout the program. Students should verify this information via the booklist prior to purchasing/renting or returning/reselling. Galen encourages students to retain textbooks/resources as reference materials to assist throughout their nursing career.

The following publishers offer a special discount for Galen students who purchase directly from the publisher:

- Elsevier (35% discount w/free shipping) – See textbook-specific links below. No promo code required. Contact Elsevier for any concerns via the Elsevier Support Center.
- F. A. Davis (25% discount w/free shipping) – Use the following link: www.fadavis.com and enter Promotion Code C3K14153 at checkout.
- Wolters Kluwer (30% discount w/free shipping) – The Lippincott Direct online store includes the Lippincott learning solutions adopted by Galen and will automatically calculate all direct purchase discounts for which Galen qualifies. Students can access at https://lippincottdirect.lww.com/

NSG 5000: Advanced Role Identity, Development, and Transition

Required:


Recommended:

National League for Nursing. (2012). *Outcomes and competencies for graduates of practical/vocational, diploma, associate degree, baccalaureate, master’s, practice doctorate, and research doctorate programs in nursing*. 9781934758120
NSG 5100: Scholarly Inquiry in Nursing

Required:


Recommended:


NSG 5200: Transforming Nursing through Collaboration and Innovation

Required:


NSG 5300: Leadership in Complex Systems

Required:

NSG 5400: Clinical Concepts I – Advanced Physical Assessment, Physiology/Pathophysiology, and Pharmacology

Required:


NSG 5450: Clinical Concepts II – Advanced Physical Assessment, Physiology/Pathophysiology, and Pharmacology

Required:


NSG 6000: Principles of Teaching and Learning

Required:


Recommended:


NSG 6020: Application of Evidence for Quality and Safety

Required:


NSG 6050: Assessment and Evaluation of Learning

Required:


  


NSG 6100: Curriculum Design, Implementation, and Evaluation

Required:


  

NSG 6120: Healthcare Policy and Ethics

Required:

  [https://evolve.elsevier.com/Galen_March_2021_MSN&Online_Policy_and_Politics](https://evolve.elsevier.com/Galen_March_2021_MSN&Online_Policy_and_Politics)

NSG 6200: Advancing as a Nurse Educator, Scholar, and Leader

Required:


Recommended:

NSG 6220: Strategic Management of Healthcare Organizations

Required:

NSG 6320: Human Resource Management in Healthcare Organizations

Required:

NSG 6400: Nurse Educator Practicum I

Required:

NSG 6410: Nurse Educator Practicum I

Required:

NSG 6420: Healthcare Economics and Finance

Required:
NSG 6520: Information Management and Application of Healthcare Technologies

Required:


Recommended:


NSG 6700: Leadership Practicum I

Required:


NSG 6720: Leadership Practicum II

Required: